
AI FITNESS BOXING IN EVERY GYM
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Gym machines have transitioned from black to gray but treadmills and bikes still 
have the brain of a calculator. Also all gym machines are boring. 
BotBoxer is set to change that. 

GYM EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY
HAS BEEN STAGNANT FOR DECADES



BOTBOXER:
take AI boxing class, at any gym, 24/7

BotBoxer is an AI punching bag for martial 
arts designed to be a trainer, a personal 

sparring partner and an opponent. 



TODAY’S TREND #1:
CONSUMERS ARE SEEKING INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES 

Bodybuilding Era Fitness Era Interactive Experiences Era

Smart Devices
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TODAY’S TREND #2:
BOXING IS A NEW WAY
TO GET A WORKOUT

Boxing has evolved from low profitable studios to 

large class-focused cardio boxing gyms. 

Previously boxing gyms focused on technique 

classes for small groups, while new boxing gyms 

hold classes providing high energy holistic workout 

routines.

Industry has also enjoyed a large influx of female 

clients.
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I SEE
BotBoxer’s proprietary high-speed 

computer vision and motion recognition 
system tracks every movement of the 
user and it is capable of spotting all 

oncoming punches. 

I FEEL
Sets of sensors read force, velocity and 

direction of user’s every shot. 

I WILL REACT
An unbelievably responsive servo drive 

system is capable of moving the 
punching bag away from any shot to 

escape the punch.
In advanced mode it’s reaction level is 

faster than a world champion. 
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BUILT-IN 
AUDIO

PLATFORM WITH HIGH 
SPEED MOTOR DRIVES

INTERACTIVE 
PUNCHING BAG

UI TOUCH 
SCREEN 

MACHINE VISION
SYSTEM



SIMPLE INTUITIVE UI
ADJUSTS FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS

FREE TRAINING MODE DRILLS MODE FIGHT MODE
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TONY JEFFRIES
OLYMPIC BRONZE IN 2008,
FOUNDER OF BOX’N’BURN

“This bag was unbelievable. I know I can 
punch fast, but this thing was even faster! Is 
this the future for boxing training? “

SANDRA PRIKKER
FITNESS CELEBRITY

“I love this! Punching a boxing bag is so 
boring, nobody is there, nobody to interact 
with. BotBoxer is very exciting, it actually 
keeps you motivated!“

FITZ KOEHLER
FITNESS EXPERT

“It’s a lot of fun! I’ve enjoyed the workout. I 
was huffing and puffing, which doesn’t 
happen to me too often. I’m hard to make 
huff and puff!“

DON TREDWAY
NESTA FITNESS DIRECTOR, PERSONAL TRAINER

“It's challenging, as it reacts like a real 
person, and it does give you that gratification 
when you do land a good strike.“
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DESIGNED BY
SKYTECHSPORT
BotBoxer is created by SkyTechSport Interactive Simulators famous 
for creating world’s only snow sports simulator. The product is used 
by the U.S. Ski Team, American Ski and Snowboard Instructors 
Association and hundreds of businesses all over the world. The 
machine recreates real physical forces of snow sports and features 
state-of-the-art Virtual Reality system with proprietary 3D graphics 
engine and multiple ski areas replicas from around the world. The 
simulator helps learn to ski and snowboard and practice indoors, all 
year round, and from any location. 

All of hardware and software engineering experience of  
SkyTechSport team went into the development of BotBoxer.  
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MACHINE
Punching bag:

genuine leather cover
20 x 40 cm (8'' x 16'')

Computer vision & sensors
3-motor drive system

19" touch screen monitor
4.0GHz 6-core processor

Built-in Hi-Fi audio

USER INTERFACE
Free training mode

Drills mode
Fight mode

Comprehensive statistics

User accounts in the cloud

TECH REQUIREMENTS
Total footprint: 1.55 x 2.74m (5'1'' x 9')

Simulator weight: 240kg (530lbs)
Power: AC 208-240V, 50-60Hz, 7.5A

For U.S. customers BotBoxer is equipped with 
complementary 110V/220V
step-up voltage converter



Pricing 
on demand

RESERVE NOW
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TECH SUPPORT
24/7 technical phone support even outside of the warranty period. 

Remote-in wireless trouble shooting, wireless software updates and user interface 
upgrades.

Installation and training services by certified experts (technical and instructor 
personnel) – available by request anywhere in the world.

TERMS

The terms of supply from Los Angeles, California, USA or Munich, Germany. 
Simulators are ready for the dispatch within 60 days from placing the order. 

The price of optional installation is 5% of the equipment price. Shipping and travel 
expenses are not included in the price.

All machines come with a 18-month Limited Warranty. We have been making 
simulators for over 10 years and have a good record of building reliable equipment. 



CALIFORNIA OFFICE
SkyTechSport, Inc.

5553 Hollywood Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90028
sales@botboxer.com

GERMANY OFFICE
SkyTechSport, Inc.

Riesenfeldstraße 18, 80809 Munich, Germany
sales@botboxer.com


